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Abstract
Sharing hand gestures in a remote collaboration offers natural and expressive communication between collaborators. Proposed
techniques allow sharing dependent (attached to something) or independent (no attachment) hand gestures in an immersive
remote collaboration. However, there are research gaps for sharing hand gestures using different techniques and how it impacts
user behaviour and performance. In this paper, we propose an evaluation study to compare sharing dependent and independent
hand gestures. We developed a prototype, supporting three techniques of sharing hand gestures: Attached to Local, Attached to
Object, and Independent Hands. Also, we use top-down projection, an easy-to-setup method to share a local user’s environment
with a remote user. We compared the three techniques and found that independent hands help a remote user guide a local user in
an object interaction task quicker than hands attached to the local user. It also gives clearer instruction than dependent hands
despite limited depth perception caused by top-down projection. A similar trend is also found in remote users’ preferences.

CCS Concepts
• Human-centered computing → Systems and tools for interaction design; Interaction design;

1. Introduction

Remote collaboration techniques can enable a local worker to re-
ceive helps from a remote expert from different locations. The ad-
vancement of Augmented Reality (AR) and Virtual Reality (VR)
technologies has offered enhancements to remote collaboration. A
remote worker wears a VR Head Mounted Display (HMD) im-
mersed in an environment shared from a local worker. Inside the
environment, the remote worker can share expressive communi-
cations [AL11a] with a local worker through hand gestures using
trackers [TLBA18] [CM16] or VR controllers [cit19]. This process
allows a remote worker to feel as if his/her hands were extended
to the shared environment [TVS∗19]. It also enhances collabo-
rative performance and user experience [TLBA18] [HBAK18a]
[PDE∗17]. Proposed techniques for sharing hand gestures in a
remote collaboration categorize into dependent or independent
hands. Dependent hands share hand gestures by attaching the hands
to a user or an object. On the opposite, independent hands are
shared by visualising the hands in the local worker’s environment
as an independent unit. However, it is uncommon to see both tech-
niques co-exist because of the complications that result in a reduced
system usability, which often leads to additional learning time and
a cumbersome interface design [TLL∗19].

Past works demonstrate sharing dependent hands in remote
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Figure 1: System overview featuring a remote worker sharing
object-dependent hand gestures to a local worker in a virtual envi-
ronment.

collaboration using standard camera(s) [KR15] [LZF17] or 360-
degree camera [TLBA18] [LTKB17]. Hands attached to a local
worker often overlaid on the screen, thus, do not require posi-
tional data. However, hands attached to an object must rely on these
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data to work properly. As a result, it is not a popular option in a
portable setup with minimum tracking data. Likewise, independent
hands require spatial data of an environment. These techniques are
common in a 3D system. 3D remote collaboration allows a local
worker to share their environment through 3D reconstruction, be-
forehand [TLL∗19] or in real-time [AAT13a]. It offers the system
with spatial data to allow for sharing independent hands in a shared
environment. Despite a 3D environment enhances the performance
of sharing hand gestures, the configuration and cost can scale up
dramatically for a large-scale setup.

Sharing dependent or independent hands are useful for tasks
requiring a specific way to express instructions while merging
them offers benefits in solving mixed or complicated problems
[TLL∗19]. However, it is uncertain if shared by using different
techniques on the same task can influence user experience and
problem-solving techniques. Moreover, can we design a simple
prototype that supports sharing both dependent and independent
hand gestures? Thus, we focus on the research question of RQ1:
whether different ways of sharing hand gestures by a remote ex-
pert can influence the performance of a local user in an immersive
remote pick-and-put task. Also, RQ2: how could it influence the
way a remote expert communicates (verbal and nonverbal) with the
local user. In this paper, we propose a study to evaluate sharing de-
pendent and independent hand gestures in a remote collaboration.
The contribution of this paper is twofold. First, it is the first user
study that compares and evaluates sharing user-dependent, object-
dependent, and independent hand gestures in the context of a col-
laborative object interaction task. Second, it explores the benefits
and implications of a remote collaboration system using top-down
projection to share a local worker’s environment.

2. Related Work

2.1. Sharing Environment via Top-Down Perspective

Exploring a virtual environment from different perspectives can in-
fluence a user’s behavior [UPS∗10] and performance [UWTW19].
Ujkani et al. [UWTW19] reported perspectives that were closer to
the user offer better precision whereas farther perspectives are suit-
able for understanding the overview of an environment. Further-
more, a top-down perspective can influence performance depend-
ing on the viewing distance and task conditions. Tang and Min-
neman [TM90] demonstrated sharing the view in a top-down per-
spective can be used for a collaborative drawing task. Also, Pin-
hanez and Pingali [PP04] proposed sharing by overlaying visual
cues on a top-down perspective offers benefits to make expressive
communications through hand gestures [AL11b] or visual anno-
tations [AAT13b]. Recent works present a variation of sharing a
top-down perspective via an overhead 360 panorama camera for
quick travel [IUHI19] and mid-air collaboration [SOWM21]. These
works indicate sharing a top-down perspective offers benefits for
tasks that do not rely on depth information.

2.2. Sharing Dependent and Independent Hand in Remote
Collaboration

Collaboration involves multiple peoples work together to solve
one or several tasks. Two workers may (synchronously or asyn-

chronously) work (closely or loosely) on (shared or individual)
tasks from (same or different) location [TTP∗06] [LCBLL16]
[LCKM22]. That being said, a remote collaboration comprises col-
laborators of distinct locations to work together, which limits how
peoples can interact or communicate in many ways. Sharing hand
gestures in remote collaboration were studied for decades, explor-
ing its benefits [AL11a] and usability [WA07]. Lee et al. [LTKB17]
demonstrated sharing a live panorama view and user-dependent
hand gestures helped a collaborator to understand their partner’s
focus in remote collaboration. Likewise, Gao et al. [GBLB16]
found sharing user-dependent hand gestures with an oriented view
can help remote collaborators to feel spatially and mentally con-
nected. Separate experiments also indicate a lower mental ef-
fort [HBAK18b], as well as improvements in performance on
the remote worker [LZF17] on unfamiliar tasks. When applied to
robotics, Saraiji et al. [SSM∗18] developed wearable supernumer-
ary robotic limbs controlled by a remote user. The system allows a
local worker to make direct, enforced, and induced communication
with a remote worker to solve different collaborative tasks. Tak-
izawa et al. [TVS∗19] found that remote-controlling supernumer-
ary robotic limbs attached to the local worker’s body also improve
user embodiment of the remote worker.

On the opposite, sharing independent hands are common in 3D
remote collaboration. A remote worker can share 3D hand gestures
as if they exist independently in the shared environment. Works
demonstrated sharing independent hand gestures for collaborative
tabletop tasks [TAH12] [WBB∗21] and room-scale tasks [TLL∗19]
[BSYB20] [PLLB17]. In a user study evaluating the effects of shar-
ing eye gaze and hand gestures in remote collaboration, Bai et
al. [BSYB20] suggested sharing independent hands can induce a
stronger sense of copresence among collaborators in an object in-
teraction task. Later, Wang et al. [WBB∗21] extended sharing hand
gestures for user training in an industry scenario as it can improve
user experience and a reduce completion time in an assembly task.
Wood et al. [WTF∗16] propose a technique to guide a local worker
using 3D hand gestures through a monitor display. Their technique
indicates enhancements in selection accuracy while promoting mu-
tual understanding and engagement. Besides sharing hand gestures
on the monitor, Kim et al. [KJP∗20] demonstrate attaching hand
gestures to points of interest in a 3D environment to reduce com-
munication and spatial misunderstanding. Their work features a
technique using object-dependent hand gestures for object selec-
tion tasks. At last, Teo et al. [TLL∗19] proposed a hybrid prototype
that supports switching between user-dependent and independent
hand gestures. While their work compared 360 and 3D remote col-
laboration, it demonstrates techniques to solve collaborative tasks
by mixing user-dependent and independent hand gestures.

3. Prototype Overview

3.1. Virtual World for Remote Collaboration

Figure 1 illustrates an overview of a remote collaboration prototype
developed in a virtual social platform. Users wear a VR HMD and
connect to a world in the platform to see each other in a 3D generic
avatar. These avatars implemented inverse kinematics to support
motion animations as users roam in the world via VR HMD and
VR controllers. We built two separate rooms in the world for users
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to perform remote collaboration. On one side, a local room consists
of interactive objects and an overhead virtual camera for sharing the
environment with the remote user. The virtual camera is positioned
3.075m from the ground and uses orthographic projection with a
size of 2.1. On the other side, a remote room is an empty room
with a floor (4m x 4m) that renders the preview of the local room’s
environment through the virtual camera (1048p x 1048p). Users
can communicate verbally using a mic and speaker despite their
positions in the world.

Figure 2: Three conditions of the experiment from a local user’s
perspective. (a) Attach to Local, (b) Independent Hand, (c): Attach
to Object

3.2. Dependent and Independent Hand Gestures

The world integrates three known techniques of sharing hand ges-
tures: Attach to Local [TLBA18], Attach to Object [KJP∗20], and
Remote Independent [BSYB20]. A remote user shares hand ges-
tures by attaching virtual arms to a local user, an object, or in-
dependently in the local room. We use an animated 3D blue arm
model with 50% opacity for the virtual arms. The virtual arms syn-
chronize with the remote user’s arms using rotation information.
Before this, users’ hand gestures were managed by matching the
figure postures against their VR controllers. This allows users to
make hand gestures in the world for nonverbal communication.

The virtual arms require specific position information to share
hand gestures. In user-dependent hands, the virtual arms’ position
synchronizes with the local user. Likewise, virtual arms can be at-
tached to an object in object-dependent hands using the correspond-
ing information. However, this requires the remote user to specify
a target object. To achieve this, the remote user needs to select an
object in the local room through the display on the floor. We use a
transparent ghost cube (See Fig.1, top right) to detect user selection
and inform the corresponding object in the local room to provide
the position data to the virtual arms. For independent hands, the
remote user controls the virtual arms’ movements in 6 degrees of
freedom (DOF) using their position data while it appears in the lo-
cal room. Yet, synchronizing virtual arms this way will render the
virtual arms on the remote user’s avatar. Hence, we add an offset to
the position data, so virtual arms appear in the local room as if the
remote user co-exists in the room. Figure 2 illustrates an overview
of three techniques.

3.3. Implementation

We developed the virtual world using the Unity (2019.4.31f1) game
engine running on VRChat (v2022.1.2), a social VR Platform on a
Windows 10 PC (Intel Core i7-9750H CPU, 2.60GHz, 16GB RAM,
NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2080 GPU). The local user on the PC side
wears an HTC Vive Eye Pro (VR HMD) with 1440 x 1600 pix-
els per eye with a 90Hz refresh rate and 110-degree field of view.
A remote user connects and joins the virtual world on an Oculus
Quest 1 (Android 10 Standalone VR HMD, Octa-core Kryo 280
CPU, 4 x 2.45 GHz and 4 x 1.9 GHz, 4GB RAM, Adreno 540 GPU
with 1440 x 1600 pixels per eye with a 72Hz refresh rate and 90-
degree field of view). Vive lighthouse tracking was used to provide
tracking for the VR HMD and the VR Controllers to allow for VR
locomotion, body, and hand gestures. However, an internal tracker
is used on the Oculus Quest 1 to achieve similar results. Users can
communicate in the virtual world through VRChat Player Audio
supports.

4. User Study

A user study was conducted to compare and evaluate the effects
of sharing dependent and independent hand gestures in a remote
collaboration system that shares an environment with limited depth
information. We designed object interaction tasks to collect data
and feedback for evaluation.

4.1. Task Environment and Design

Multiple rooms were constructed in the virtual world for different
activities. A user who enters the world spawns in a waiting room
for a quick briefing. The waiting room is an enclosed room with
walls on all sides. One of the walls has simple texts, describing the
task procedure and basic controls. Next, the user performs collab-
orative task activities in the task room, which is broken into local
and remote rooms according to the user’s role (See Fig.1). Finally,
the user answers questionnaires in a survey room. The survey room
is also an enclosed room with walls and simple texts for questions.
In addition, seven cuboids are placed and horizontally aligned near
the center area of the room. Each cuboid represents a response for a
Likert scale, indicated by a floating text description (E.g.: Leftmost
cuboid: Strongly Disagree / Rightmost cuboid: Strongly Agree).
The user makes a response by pointing and clicking a cuboid. Do-
ing so updates the text on the wall to the next question, repeating the
procedure until all questions were asked. Despite different activi-
ties, all rooms are of equal size (4m x 4m) with a special cuboid to
send users to the proceeding room. The proceeding room depends
on the users’ role and task progressions (See Fig.1). However, users
must return to the center area of the room before traveling to the
next room because the cuboid always spawn the user at the cen-
ter area. Hence, we employed an actor in the experiment to notify
the participant for their reposition to prevent spatial offset that may
lead to physical hazards such as walking to walls.

For task design, the local room consists of interactive task cubes
and task zones. The local user needs to restore the room by moving
task cubes (25cm x 25cm x 25cm) to the task zones, as indicated by
the color of the cubes and zones (E.g.: blue cubes into the blue zone
etc...). In addition, we introduced two white cubes to the room as
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noise cubes. On the opposite side, the remote user communicates
with the local user from the remote room via verbal and nonverbal
communications. To create a remote-expert scenario, the local user
sees all task cubes in white colors, whereas the remote user sees the
task cubes through the shared environment on the floor in original
colors. As a result, the remote user collaborates with the local user
to move colored task cubes to the respective task zones, one at a
time.

In the task session, 8 cubes (2 red, 2 green, 2 blue, and 2 white)
and 18 cubes (4 red, 4 green, 4 blue, and 2 white) are used for the
training and main sessions. Despite the session, there are always
three zones (red, green, and blue) of different sizes but a fixed vol-
ume (100cm3). We designed six task sets (exclude training) using
different orientations of the cubes and zones to reduce the bias ef-
fect.

For the physical setup, an actor was employed in the study to
take part as a local user since the experiment focused on exploring
the remote user’s experience and performance when sharing hand
gestures by manipulating them. The actor remotely joins as a local
user with whom a participant needs to collaborate in the virtual
world. Despite the role, both users enter the virtual world while
wearing a VR HMD and standing in an empty, open area with 4m
x 4m physical space.

4.2. Task Conditions and Restrictions

The experiment is a within-subject study that consists of three con-
ditions (1) AttachLocal: “User-Dependent Hand”, (2) AttachObj:
“Object-Dependent Hand”, and (3) IndHand: “Independent hand”.
Participants attempt all conditions in a single session as remote
users. For the purpose of the evaluation, participants were encour-
aged to use hand gestures as the main technique to give instruc-
tions and verbal to aid the gestural cue. Examples include making
a pointing gesture while saying “put this there. . . ", doing a wav-
ing gesture while saying “over here. . . ", or pointing in a direction
while saying “this one. . . ”. This prevents participants to complete
the task without trying hand gestures since the task can be solved
by telling the color, such as “this is a red cube. . . ” or “this goes to
the green zone. . . ”.

4.3. Procedures

An experiment session with a participant started with the researcher
briefing the study information to the participant through a video
call. Participants attended the experiment in a different room as if
connecting from a remote location. Following this, the participants
signed a digital consent form once they agreed to participate. The
participant was then asked to stand in the center area of the room
and enter the virtual world while wearing an Oculus Quest. In the
virtual world, the researcher "actor" invited the participants to fa-
miliarize themselves by moving around while explaining the task
objectives. Then, the actor clicked the cuboid and a training session
was held for the participant to learn the tasks and system features.
The participant collaborated with the actor to move task cubes (two
task cubes for every hand gesture technique) to the corresponding
task zones.

After the training, the participant returns to the center area in

the room and the actor clicks the cuboid to warp back to the wait-
ing room. The participant is invited to take a five-minute break or
continue without one. Once ready, the actor informs the participant
for repositioning and warp to the activity rooms. The actor notifies
the participant of the first condition and begins the collaborative
task. The task is completed after all 16 task cubes are placed in
the correct task zones. This triggers the long cuboid to spawn. The
actor notifies the participant of the repositioning, then sends the
participant to the survey room while the actor returns to the wait-
ing room. The participant answers all questionnaires in the survey
room and clicks the long cuboid at the end to return to the wait-
ing room. The participant then proceeds into the second task after
an optional five-minute break. This process was repeated with the
second condition (the order of conditions was counterbalanced be-
tween participants). After completing all conditions, the participant
was asked to complete a post-experiment questionnaire on a web
browser. Overall, the experiment took 60 min on average for each
participant.

4.4. Measurements

We collected objective measures and subjective feedback in each
condition. The objective measures were task completion time and
user gaze focus data. For subjective feedback, we collected ques-
tionnaire responses. This includes custom-developed questions ac-
cessing participants’ sense of agency and sense of body owner-
ship when using the different hand gestures techniques, Networked
Mind Measure of Social Presence Questionnaire (SoPQ) [HB04],
and another two custom-developed questionnaires accessing par-
ticipant’s collaborative experience and task difficulty. At the end of
the experiment, we used a post-experiment question to access par-
ticipants’ user preferences between the hand gestures techniques,
and also qualitative feedback on reasons for their preferences and
other subjective comments.

5. Results

18 participants from the local campus (15 male, 3 female) were
recruited for the study, with their ages ranging from 22 to 29
(M=23.7, SD=1.87). Half of the participants reported that they used
VR at least a few times a month. Two participants from another
half reported zero VR experience and the remaining participants
with a yearly VR experience. This section reports the quantitative
and objective measurements data, alongside qualitative feedback.
The results were statistically analyzed using α = .05 unless noted
otherwise.

5.1. Task Completion Time

Figure 3 illustrates the average task completion time under differ-
ent conditions. A Friedman test indicated a significant difference in
the task completion time (X2(2)=21.778, p<.0005). Post hoc anal-
ysis using Wilcoxon Signed Rank tests with Bonferroni correction
(alpha=.0167) revealed that IndHand took significantly lesser time
than AttachLocal (Z=-3.724, p=<.0005) and AttachObj (Z=-2.418,
p=.016) in completing the task. Yet, no significant difference was
found between AttachLocal and AttachObj (Z=-2.027, p=.043).
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Figure 3: Average task completion time (*: significant effect)

5.2. User Gaze Focus

Figure 4 illustrates user gaze focus based on the duration (seconds)
that the participants (N=17) had gazed upon the task-related objects
during the task session. One participant’s data was not recorded
due to systematic error. The data was formatted into the percent-
age using the task completion time. A Friedman test found that
participants’ attention on the local user is statistically significant
between the conditions (X2(2)=16.353, p=<.0005). Post hoc anal-
ysis using Wilcoxon Signed Rank test with Bonferroni correction
(alpha=.0167) has also indicated participants were paying signifi-
cantly longer attention to the actor on AttachLocal when compared
against AttachObj (Z=-3.574, p<.0005) and IndHand (Z=-2.627,
p=.009). However, no significant differences were found for the
other task-related objects.

Figure 4: Participant’s gaze focus (%) on task related objects
(Zone: Task zones, User: Local User/Actor, Cube: Task cubes; *:
significant effect)

5.3. Sense of Agency and Body Ownership

Participants’ effects on hand ownership and sense of agency were
measured using custom questions. Questions are accessed based on
a 7-point Likert scale of (1: fully disagree-7: fully agree). Figure 5
illustrates individual questions, participants’ ratings by the condi-
tion, and analyzed results. Significant differences are found using
Friedman test (See columns 6 and 7, Figure 5).

Post hoc tests using Wilcoxon Signed Rank test with Bonferroni

correction (alpha=.0167) indicate participants felt that their agency
to control the virtual arms (Q1) were significantly stronger on Ind-
Hand when compared against AttachLocal (Z=-3.448, p=.001) and
also AttachObj (Z=-2.541, p=.011). Participants also felt signifi-
cantly constrained at controlling the arms with their movements
(Q2) on AttachLocal, compared to IndHand (Z=-3.370, p=.001)
and AttachObj (Z=-2.631, p=.009). Participants also felt signif-
icantly easier to control the location of the virtual arm at their
own will (Q3) with IndHand, compared to AttachLocal (Z=-3.428,
p=.001) and AttachObj (Z=-2.881, p=.004). However, participants
only felt the virtual arms were synchronized with their movements
(Q4) on IndHand, compared to AttachLocal (Z=-2.974, p=.003).
In body ownership for having the virtual arms as part of the body
(Q5), the effect is significant on IndHand, against the AttachLo-
cal (Z=-3.207, p=.001). Surprisingly, participants only felt the pres-
ence of their bodies in the local room (Q6) on IndHand, when com-
pared against AttachObj (Z=-3.230, p=.001) but not AttachLocal
(Z=-1.044, p=.0296). In terms of embodiment, participants in At-
tachObj significantly thought that they became the cube (Q7) on
AttachObj than the IndHand (Z=-2.738, p=.006). In addition, par-
ticipants significantly felt that the virtual arms belong to someone
else on AttachLocal than the IndHand (Z=-2.550, p=.011).

5.4. Collaborative Experience and Task Difficulty

Q11 and Q12 in Figure 5 report participants’ ratings towards the
collaborative experience and task difficulty. Friedman test indi-
cates a significant difference on Q17, following a post hoc test
using Wilcoxon Signed Rank test with Bonferroni correction (al-
pha=.0167) that reported that the task is significantly difficult on
AttachLocal than IndHand (Z=-3.442, p=.001) and AttachObj (Z=-
3.224, p=.001).

5.5. Social Presence

Figure 6 illustrates participants’ average social presence rating.
The SoPQ [HB04] included three sub-scales: Co-Presence (CP),
Attentional Allocation (AA), and Perceived Message Understand-
ing (PMU). The questionnaire consists of eighteen rating items
on a 7-point Likert scale (1: strongly disagree- 7: strongly agree).
The significant difference was not detected using Friedman test
on the main scale (X2(2)=1.400, p=.497). However, all condi-
tions reported a high average social presence score (AttachLo-
cal: M=5.559, SD=0.877; IndHand: M=5.898, SD=0.626; Atta-
chObj: M=5.926, SD=0.527). This suggested significant results
when tested against the medium score (S=4) using Wilcoxon
Signed Rank test (AttachLocal: Z=-3.725, p<.0005; IndHand: Z=-
3.729, p<.0005; AttachObj: Z=-3.725, p<.0005). A similar trend
is also found when using Friedman test on the subscales, report-
ing no significant difference when comparing the conditions but
for comparing the medium score.

5.6. User Preferences

Participants were asked to rank (1: best-3: worse) all the three con-
ditions they have experienced based on their preference at the end
of the experiment. The majority of participants ranked the IndHand
as the best (61%) and AttachLocal as the worst (83%) (See Figure
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7). A Friedman test indicated that there was a significant difference
in ranking between the three conditions (X2(2) =14.778, p=.001).
Post hoc tests using Wilcoxon Signed Rank tests with Bonferroni
correction (alpha=.0167) showed that participants preferred Ind-
Hand significantly more than AttachLocal (Z=-2.741, p=.006) and
AttachObj (Z=-2.946, p=.003).

Figure 5: Subjective ratings on the user embodiment, collabora-
tive experience, and task difficulty (bold: significant effect, MD:
Median)

Figure 6: Results of Social Presence questionnaire (SoP: Social
Presence, CP: Co-Presence, AA: Attentional Allocation, PMU:
Perceived Message Understanding).

5.7. User Behavior and Subjective Comments

Participants employed unique behavior and technique for each con-
dition. From observations, participants used minimal verbal com-
munication on IndHand and AttachObj but a greater amount on At-
tachLocal. Nine participants were not confident with using hand

Figure 7: User ranking preference (*: significant effect)

gestures because of indirect perspective. Participants mentioned
(P12) “I must give instruction based on the local user’s perspec-
tive. . . it was not possible to point at a cube that is behind another
cube”, (P5) “. . . there was confusion when pointing at a cube or
zone that is behind another cube or zone. . . it felt the least effi-
cient” and (P4) “the visual cue highly depend on my partner’s lo-
cation”. Also, participants highlighted a better focus is essential
for AttachLocal. Some commented (P16) “AttachLocal imposed
me to watch the local user constantly to adjust the arm direction
according to the local user’s position” and (P2) “since my partner
would move and I had to find the local user again before pointing
at the cube I wanted to refer to”. However, one participant com-
mented (P11) “AttachLocal made me focus on my partner the best
and enabled better cooperation”. Some participants preferred At-
tachLocal because they thought it (P17) “was very interesting for
collaboration” with (P15) “a better ease of use”.

On the opposite, participants enjoyed IndHand because of high
DOFs. Participants commented IndHand leads to natural and effi-
cient communication. They mentioned, (P13) “I can give instruc-
tion while moving the hand position freely” and (P2) “I could just
supervise everything and walk to the location of the cube I wanted
to show”, thus (P12) “easiest to operate and give instructions to
the local user”. It also helped (P5) “pointing at cubes and zones
was fast and without confusion”, which makes the instruction (P14)
“easier for the local user to understand my thought”. In another ob-
servation, a participant adapted a strategy by pointing while stand-
ing in a spot that is adjacent to the cube and the zone. It allows
participant to instruct the actor without single verbal communica-
tion. In AttachObj, a few participants (N=4) thought it was fun as it
allows them to (P1) “take control of a cube and have arms grow out
of it” or (P13) “to navigate the local user by pointing hand gestures
from the perspective of a cube”. Hence, it (P6) “feels more collabo-
rative with the local user”. Furthermore, one participant appended
that AttachObj (P4) “solves the issue of the cube localization” be-
cause (P2) “it was easier to say which cube I was referring to as
I could simply select it on AttachObj”. Participants do not feel a
similar constraint on AttachObj as the AttachLocal despite being a
dependent cue. They commented the AttachObj was (P8) “. . . a bit
more difficult but it is still easy to point a direction even if I could
not move the rest of my body”.

6. Discussion

6.1. Dependent and Independent Hand Gestures in Remote
Collaboration

Overall, the results suggest sharing an environment with limited
depth perception benefits independent hand gestures in some ways.
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This includes a shorter task completion time, better agency, body
ownership, and reduced task difficulty in an object interaction task.
Participants felt using IndHand is easier than AttachLocal and At-
tachObj because of mental rotation when using verbal and non-
verbal instructions in AttachLocal and AttachObj. Furthermore, it
is also harder for participants to give instruction in AttachLocal
and AttachObj while the local user or the task object is in motion.
This result is different from a study [TLL∗19] that compares 360-
panoramic and 3D immersive remote collaboration where hand
gestures and visual pointers were shared using a similar technique
as user-dependent and independent cues. In the study, participants
had significantly longer time and larger difficulty using indepen-
dent cues than the user-dependent cues for object searching tasks.
However, the authors discussed that the poor 3D reconstructed en-
vironment in the dependent visual cue may have biased the user-
dependent visual cue.

Besides performance, custom questions for agency and body
ownership indicate sharing hand gestures in different DOFs can in-
fluence user experience. Participants felt stronger at controlling the
virtual arms as if it was their own body in IndHands than AttachObj
and AttachLocal. Likewise, they felt stronger as if the virtual arms
belonged to someone else in AttachLocal than in other conditions.
This suggests a relationship between user embodiment (agency and
body ownership) and the amount of DOF when sharing visual cues
that represent a part of the human body in remote collaboration.

In terms of body presence in the shared environment, partici-
pants reported a strong effect in the shared environment in IndHand
than AttachObj. We suspect a non-humanoid body can negatively
impact participants’ sense of body presence. Yet, we need further
study to verify if a similar effect exists in sharing user-dependent
hands. In specific dependent-hand questions, participants thought
their body became the cube in AttachObj when compared against
IndHand. However, this is not the case for AttachLocal when asked
if they felt their body became the local user. We postulate that
the significant gaze focus on the local user between AttachLocal-
AttachObj and AttachLocal-IndHand, as well as a greater amount
of verbal communication, plays an important role to the result. For
example, participants paid strong attention to the local user, hence
is harder to feel that their bodies became the local user.

6.2. Remote Collaboration using Top-Down Projection

We proposed a technique to share a local user’s environment us-
ing top-down projection. Despite the limited depth perception, the
study result implies that sharing the environment in VR maintains
a strong sense of social presence as indicated by the significant and
above-average scores. Likewise, participants felt collaborative with
their partners using the setup, but it is unclear if the hand-sharing
techniques would cause an effect.

In task solving, participants who employ a strategy to solve the
task by colors sometimes struggle to communicate with the local
user in AttachLocal. This is because they had a stricter requirement
of asking the local user to pick a cube with a specific color. How-
ever, it is difficult in a scenario when the cube is behind another
cube or in a group. Supposedly, one can point by raising the arm
at different angles to indicate distinct selections. Yet, the inability

to see those angles from a top-down perspective limits it. Because
of this, participants in IndHand adapted a strategy by walking to a
spot where they can clearly and synchronously point at a cube and
the task zone for giving instructions. While we expect a similar is-
sue in AttachObj, the location of the task zone allows participants
to point without worrying the ambiguity. As a result, more than
half of the participants (N=11) preferred using IndHand to share
hand gestures. Therefore, it is suitable to share an environment us-
ing top-down projection for tasks without strict requirements on
precision [UWTW19].

7. Conclusion and Future Work

We presented an evaluation study to explore the impact of sharing
hand gestures in user-dependent (AttachLocal), object-dependent
(AttachObj), and independent (IndHand) settings. We designed a
prototype that supports sharing a local user’s environment using
top-down projection. In a study based on an object interaction
task, participants felt a strong sense of agency and performed bet-
ter using IndHand. Participants also preferred IndHand over Atta-
chObj and AttachLocal because of clearer instruction despite lim-
ited depth perception by the top-down perspective. Surprisingly,
participants thought the virtual arms they manipulated belonged to
someone else in AttachLocal. While we suspect the significant gaze
attention on the local user could cause an influence, we need a fur-
ther study to pinpoint the reason.

Despite the result, our task design could have influenced the
outcome in some ways. First, the task restricted our findings to a
remote-expert collaboration. Second, a verbal restriction to speak
specific keywords could manipulate participants’ methodology to
solve the task. Although they mentioned sharing hand gestures
caused verbal communication to be unnecessary, we suspect it was
partially and passively enforced by the restriction. Therefore, we
note that there is a need for further investigation to compare dif-
ferent hand gesture techniques on different view perspectives and
tasks. For example, in an equal-role collaboration task or a larger
room with a different layout. On AttachObj, we found interesting
patterns as participants felt that their bodies became the cube but
not when attached to the local user. A further evaluation to under-
stand the reason can contribute and create extensions to embodi-
ment and remote collaboration. Furthermore, we will add spatial
audio to our future prototype for a realistic experience.

Overall, we expect our work will contribute to bridging robotics
and remote collaboration. For example, a remote expert controls a
pair of robotic limbs to guide a local user as if the limbs are nat-
urally part of the remote expert’s body. Depending on the task re-
quirements, the robotic limbs can be worn as a backpack by the
local user (AttachLocal), installed on an object (AttachObj), or a
teleoperated robot (IndHand). A minimal design by sharing a lo-
cal user’s environment through top-down projection simplifies the
setup while maintaining an effective collaboration.
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